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Year Rating Duration
A Case Study in Problem Solving
Series: ICT in the Real World

Maintaining and developing new and existing technologies requires the use of solid
problem solving techniques. In this programme, we explain the system of problem
solving methodologies that have been...

2010 E 00:22:27

Codes and Canines: Data Transmission and Storage
Series: ICT Basics

This creative programme takes students on a journey as Kat teaches them about
data storage and communication. Powerful visual diagrams and animations are used
throughout, in order to aid students’ und...

2017 E 00:12:15

Data Mining: Big Data's Increasing Challenge and Payoff

Incredibly large volumes of data are generated on a daily basis. Within that data
hides information that can prove extremely valuable on a social, economic, political
or environmental level. But to un...

2012 E 00:24:49

Data: Ethical Use and Storage

More than 800 billion gigabytes of information is used globally every year. This
inconceivably large volume of data must all be stored, retrieved, displayed and used.
Featuring case studies of nationa...

2011 E 00:21:59

Designing on Screen

Design is a wide ranging discipline that encompasses art, engineering,
communications, web design, graphic design and many other areas. The use of
information and communications technology can assist...

2009 E 00:27:29

Developing a Website

Website design and development is an exciting, highly creative industry that
continues to grow at a rapid rate.  This interview-led programme looks at the key
considerations involved when developing a...

2013 E 00:20:15

Development and Deployment
Series: Creating Apps

The mobile app revolution has greatly enhanced the user experience and changed
the way we interact with technology. It is a booming industry with great opportunities
for developers with an idea for an...

2012 E 00:22:55

Email Etiquette

This programme gives viewers an understanding of the conventions that have been
developed by email users to facilitate effective communication.

2000 E 00:18:31

Getting into Games

The game making industry is a hugely successful and rapidly growing industry
offering good potential employment for students. A bewildering range of games is
available. The scope of games and game rel...

2009 E 00:31:27

Health and Safety Issues in ICT

It’s probably not immediately obvious to the average teenager – or many adults for
that matter – but moderate to heavy computer use brings with it a number of areas
of risk when it comes to health and...

2009 E 00:19:14
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ICT in Organisations

For any modern organisation, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is
fundamental to how they operate. But how do we actually define ICT’s and what is
the specific role they play in business?...

2013 E 00:21:42

ICT Project Management

In this programme we follow the iPod and iPad development team at Bjango
Software as we examine the management and development of a complex ICT
project. We follow through the stages of a projects lif...

2011 E 00:20:36

Information Overload?
Series: Classroom Video Issues

New generations of young people use more and more sophisticated levels of
technology every day. Access to technology is both easier and in a greater demand
and whilst this is propelling our demand for...

2008 E 00:17:01

Inside a Computer

This programme describes the roles of the computer in modern society, education
and industry and how it fullfils those roles. It provides novice and experienced users,
as well as budding technicians,...

2008 E 00:24:10

Inside Story: Social and Ethical Issues in IT

Information technology meets everyday life in this informative programme that
focuses on: power and privacy, control and security, trust and accuracy. What does
the future hold?

2003 E 00:30:29

Inside Story: Spam

This programme investigates one of the major issues confronting business and
individual computer users today - spam.

2004 E 00:29:51

Introduction to Programming: Unlocking the Secrets

Introduction to Programming explores the basics of creating computer programmes.
We begin with a look at creating algorithms and the fundamental instructions and
processes available to all computer la...

2006 E 00:28:13

IT Networks

Computer networks are at the foundation of Information and Communication
Technology. A good understanding of the main elements and functions of computer
networks is therefore crucial.  This programme...

2013 E 00:19:57

Keeping Safe Online

The Internet has revolutionised our daily lives. But what are the dangers? Remaining
safe online is no easy task. Much has been said about what not to do, but how do
you unwittingly give away too much...

2009 E 00:23:39

Learning with Wikis and Blogs

Wikis and blogs are becoming increasingly available on the Internet for anyone to
read or create their own. They are also increasingly being used as teaching tools in
the classroom. In this programme,...

2010 E 00:21:21

Let's Build the Internet: Networking
Series: ICT Basics

In this animated programme, our character Sam shows students the basics of
networking and data transmission. Engaging graphics are used to explain concepts
clearly and visually, depicting how data is...

2017 E 00:14:41

Lifting The Lid: How Computers Work

Using illustrative graphics, this programme looks at the functions of the main
components of a PC.

2002 E 00:30:43
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Managing Databases

Clearly explaining DBMSs such as Oracle, DB2, Microsoft Access, MySQL, 4th
Dimension and FileMaker Pro, this is a programme that directly explains the power
of good management and leading strategies t...

2007 E 00:26:17

Meet the Malwares

Did you know that online malicious software – or malware – can steal your personal
information, like passwords and banking details, and maybe even your identity?One
out of every three infringing scree...

2017 E 00:01:30

Multimedia Systems

This programme is a practical introduction to the technology and techniques behind
the scenes of modern multimedia. Through case studies of two interactive software
developers, we describe the hardwar...

2011 E 00:20:25

Network Security

This programme examines human and environmental threats to computer network
security and measures that should be implemented to protect an organisation's
network.

2002 E 00:27:24

Networks

Entertaining and packed with information, we examine what a network consists of;
central processors, network procedures and architecture. This programme focuses
on a case study of Destra, a company th...

2005 E 00:26:35

Publishing a Magazine
Series: ICT in the Real World

"Desktop Publishing" is the term commonly used to describe the use of a personal
computer to perform publishing tasks. In this programme we visit Bridal magazine
publishing company Media Ink, to disco...

2010 E 00:22:30

Research and Planning
Series: Creating Apps

The explosion in apps has changed the way we interact with our mobile devices and
the world around us. There are great opportunities and rewards for those wishing to
create an app, but where do you st...

2012 E 00:21:15

Research on the Internet

Search engines have become a major tool for anyone seeking information of just
about any type on the internet. In particular, students rely heavily on Internet-based
information for their research – a...

2009 E 00:26:01

Roles and Responsibilities in IT

In this programme, we examine the huge variety of jobs in the IT industry and the
way these jobs interact to create the dynamic products that shape our modern life.

2005 E 00:28:11

Securing the Web

This programme takes a dramatic, yet humorous look at current internet security
issues. We explore the issues from the perspective of the end-user, focusing on both
technological and behavioural solut...

2006 E 00:30:55

Skills for the Workplace
Series: ICT in the Real World

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is integrated into all levels of the
21st-century workplace. Word processing, computerised spreadsheets, email
communication and web-based research are j...

2010 E 00:25:36

The History of Computers

The programme traces the development of the electronic computer, from the first
valve-based devices of the mid 20th century, to the invention of silicon-based
technology leading to the manufacture of...

2006 E 00:29:56
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The Information Age

This video explores: online services, life in the information age, the digital divide and
how to breach the gap between those who do and don’t access the wealth of
knowledge, entertainment and service...

2007 E 00:23:43

Understanding Intellectual Property

Why should students value their own and others’ intellectual property? What exactly
is intellectual property? This interview led programme builds an understanding of:
intellectual property; exceptions...

2014 E 00:12:44

Using Computers Safely

Now that computers are an integral part of our working and recreational lives,
several health problems have emerged including:  * repetitive strains * back pain *
the socio-health problems related to...

1999 E 00:25:06
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